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expected [Bor16a]. experience [BC16, BWL15, PS14b, VR17b].
Expectations [MS16, Wes15]. expected [Bor16a].

...
[BAK+17]. **Fidelia** [Car14b]. **Field**
Bru18, BH17b, Chi19, HM14, Ior14, RJGM16, ZGCB15. **field-normalized**
[BH17b]. **field-specific** [Chi19]. **fields**
GD18, LB16, MBBL14, PYW18, TW16b, TH16, ZRG16. **fieldwork**
[TWB+18]. **Fietkiewicz** [Ama19]. **Fifth** [LBM+19b]. **Fight** [FM14]. **files**
[BWF14, TD15]. **Filing** [KR15]. **Filipino** [AC18]. **films** [WMS+15].
**Filtering** [YL17a, BSVZ17, ESWC18, HABT18, LJ+15, ZCW17, ZHGY18].
**finance** [Hal14]. **financial** [GN17, LLB14]. **find** [ZB19]. **Finding** [DO14,
Yan14, AGGTGL18, DMR+17, FT16, HB16, SVK17, WSvPK16, WV15].
**fine** [LS17, LWL+18]. **fine-grained** [LS17, LWL+18]. **Finnish** [DBH18].
**Fiorella** [Cox15]. **firm** [QSH14]. **Firms** [JVF19]. **first** [LB19a, RBJ18a, RBJ18b].
**first-time** [RBJ18a, RBJ18b]. **Five** [DPHP17]. **Flanders** [DDB16].
**flexible** [Oh17]. **Flick** [KBC17]. **Flickr** [KBC17, OS15]. **flow**
[BELR16, DDB16, MT14]. **flyby** [SS14c]. **focus** [JL18]. **follow** [PM18].
**followees** [TJG17]. **following** [MRA16]. **footprint** [CCP15, DGCC17, GSB+16, Hoo17, HCD17, HLB+17, LWL+18, PEG+19, RB14, SMY15, Sil17, Smi17b, TC17, WCTS15, ZF19]. **frameworks**
[MBB17]. **Framing** [WFRN14]. **France** [GD18]. **Francois** [SR14]. **fraud**
[ML16]. **FRBR** [MZA17]. **FRBR-based** [MZA17]. **Free**
[Jam17, Hjoe15a, Kim19b]. **Free-to-publish** [Jam17]. **free-to-read** [Jam17].
**frequency** [CO16, iCV18, KHL17, Sin16, ZS16]. **frequency-weighted**
[ZS16]. **frequently** [BW15]. **Friedman** [Aji17]. **friends** [WXLBO15]. **front**
[ZS14c]. **full** [DAT+14, McC15, MDC+16, MH16, ZYL18]. **full-text**
[McC15, MDC+16, ZYL18]. **full-time** [DAT+14]. **function**
[Bor14c, CB15, Zha14a, ZSC18]. **functional** [XDDG18]. **functionality**
[ILTB15, XDDG18, GTZZ14]. **functionality-based** [XDDG18]. **functions**
[BS16]. **fund** [MBD15]. **Funding**
[GRH+17, LBW19a, TL17, GRS16, JGCR15, MBD15, PSB16, Vas15].
**Fundulaki** [All19]. **Further** [Bur17]. **fusion** [WLZB14]. **future**
[LB19a, Lia17, PSB+14, SBIT14]. **Fuzzy**
[CK16b, Don16, LL17, MTY14, Oh17, VJH15, ZHGY18]. **fuzzy-SEM** [LL17].

G [Sar16]. **G.** [Ama19]. **gained** [Smi15]. **Gaining** [Smi17a]. **Game**
[MHJ19, CDL18, CBAL15, EHdBvO17, RC16, SMW14]. **Games**
[FJ19, JS1C16, LC15, PTGL17, Mir14]. **gap** [JA16]. **gather** [ZHK14].
**Gaussian** [JABL16]. **gaze** [ALC+14]. **GBTM** [BL14]. **Gender**
[BM14d, RJS17a, Sin16, The17]. **Gene** [MR14]. **general**
[DGCC17, DGGdST19, WKC14]. **generated** [Par19]. **Generates** [KB17].
Generating [AG15b, DB17a]. generation
[BST15, DZC+14, LZD16, LGZ14, Rob15]. Generic [KK16, ZGPB17].
Genetic [GB19a, IABL16]. genius [LS16]. geNov [AH17]. genre
[SA15, The17]. genre-theoretical [SA15]. Genres [Fin17], geo [AG15b].
geo-located [AG15b]. geobiology [TWB+18]. geodata [DDB16]. Geoff
[Mar15]. geographic [AS14, RDPF16]. geographical [BCZ14]. geography
[SHMC17]. geolocation [ESWC18, LYCX14]. geometric [WLTY19].
geospatial [Li14b]. Germany [Uns18]. get [JWWV18, MT18a]. Getting
[CLSS14]. Giedion [See17]. Gillian [Cox15]. Gilliland [Clo18]. Gingras
[Col17b]. global [BK14, Hill14a, LCM17, NSK17, ST16a, WCC+17]. Glushko
Gold [PSB17, JPF16, vLTW18]. Gold-centric [PSB17]. Good [MSK+14, Egg14b].
[MKK17, DGGdST19, JGY+19, MRAF16, ZYS17]. Graph-based
[MKK17, DGGdST19, MRAF16, ZYS17]. graphic [LM15a]. graphics
[SR16]. graphs [CHH14, DGGdST19, Egg14a, Fie16, HCKH15]. gratitude
[DPHP17]. GRAW [JGY+19]. Great [SK14a]. greater [HHC+14]. greatly
[Fool17]. Greek [JM19]. green [BLWP14, JPF16, TPZ15]. Gregory
[Sav18b]. Gremm [Ama19]. ground [CS16a]. grounded [BMG+17, Bur14].
Group [Col17b, HHH17, JHJ15, Lai15, Sav15a, STAH14, BL14].
Group-Based [BL14]. Groups [BDA+18, FW17, HRB14, Lai15]. Growth
[BM15b, NILCP15, PSB+14, Sav17]. Gruyter [Bud17, QH18, vR17a].
guanxi [OD16]. Guest [SB14]. guidance [MKK17, ZZLS16]. Guide
[Agu18, Dor19, Mat15]. guided [Smi15, Smi17a]. Guideline [TM16]. Guns
[Dor19].

H [Bor14a, Hjo17a, CZZY15]. H-index [CZZY15]. Haase [Hay18]. habits
[Lin15]. Handbook [Hak14, Hay18, Bru18, Sar16]. handling [SAB+18].
happy [TR16]. hardback [Aji17]. Hardcover
[Bow19b, Bru18, Bud17, Fre18, Gui17, Hal19, Hay18, Hjo17a, Jon17, QH18,
Abb17, All19, BI17, Bea17, Ben18, Bow19a, Cle18, Col17b, Haw18, O’H18,
Ols16, Rou17, Saw19, Whi17, Zha19, vR17a]. Hargittai [Zim17].
Harnessing [O’C16, TPZ15]. hashtag [SS17]. hashtag-oriented [SS17].
[Cus15]. hazardous [SRPS16]. HDP [DC14]. Health
[PEG+19, SRPS16, TCP15, CW18, CLSS14, CK16a, CS15b, CYYG17,
DMR+17, GB17, GJ16, HH14, JWJ+19, KCZ+14, LS14, LSC18, LJJ17,
LCWL18, NGTKR15, Par19, RJS17a, RBJ18b, TBP+15, TM16, Zha14b,
Information [Agu18, Alb15, Ano14, Ano16y, Ano16n, Ano16o, Ano16p, Ano16q, Ano16r, Ano16s, Ano16t, Ano16u, Ano16v, Ano16w, Ano16x, Ano17e, Ano17f, Ano17g, Ano17h, Ano17i, Ano17j, Ano17k, Ano17l, Ano17m, Ano17n, Ano17o, Ano17p, Ano17q, Ano17r, Ano17s, Ano17t, Ano17u, Ano17v, Ano17w, Ano17x, Ano17y, Ano17z, Ano18a, Ano18b, Ano18c, Ano18d, Ano18e, Ano18f, Ano18g, Ano18h, Ano18i, Ano18j, Ano18n, Ano18o, Ano18p, Ano18q, Ano18r, Ano18s, Ano18t, Ano18u, Ano18v, Ano18w, Ano18x, Ano18y, Ano18z, Ano19a, Ano19b, Ano19c, Ano19d, Ano19e, Ano19f, Ano19g, Ano19h, Ano19i, Ano19j, Ano19k, Ano19l, Ano19m, Ano19n, Ano19o, Ano19p, Ano19q, Ano19r, Ano19s, Ano19t, Ano19u, Ano19v, BLB16, Baw14, BRS15, BR15a, BJR19, CCMT15, Car14b, Che15, CK17, Col17a, Cox15, DDB16, EMK+15, Erd18, Fou19, Fre18, GW18, Gre18, Hai16, He18, Hj17a, JKS+16, JDHL17, JWWV18, KS14b, KP18, LKKP16, Lin15, LCL16, Lue15, MHJ19, Mat15, MVL+14, MOM15, MAP15, MS19, NTNP19, NLFM19, O'H18, OMM+14, Ols16, OM15]. Information [PWK19, Rou17, Sar16, Sav18a, SS14a, Sha14, Soe18, TK17d, Wei14a, Wor19, YZ16, ZS14a, AJWB16, AG15a, ADD+18, Aji17, AH17, Ano18a, ADL15, AGJ+16, Bad14, BR15b, BCAL15, BS16, Bur14, CO16, CPP+16, CLSS14, CBH16, CLL15, CK16a, CS15a, CN14, Cho16, CKL16, CS15b, CC17, CBB17, Col17b, CMB17, DO14, Du14b, Eng17a, Eng17b, FVGL14, FC18, Fre15, Gau16, GM19, GLR16, GSB+16, GIS15, GJ16, GMW19, HWW+17, Har14, HLB15, HLB+17, HK17, HBS15, HWW15, HAJ+17, IB16, JBD+19, JT17, JW17, JW14, JRS16, Joh17, JWJ+19, KT14a, KyOS+17, KDS+17, KKO15, KMD16, Kon16, KCZ+14, LM15a, LCK16, LB19b, LB16, LBA16, LS14, LWLH18, LB15, LLB16, LJ17, Lop14, LPB19, LILH17, Mad16, MBW+14, MAS+15, MR17, MZA17]. information [MK15, Min16, MNNK15, MP19, MWPF17, NGTKR15, NF15, OS15, OHT+16, Oh17, OB19, Oht15, PS14a, Pil14, PEG+19, PDS16, PB15, PKB+16, PBC+17, RJS19, RJ17a, Rub15, RB18a, RB18b, SVK17, SRPS16, Sav17, She16, Sin16, SA15, Sny14, St17, Sta18, SW18, SH19, SKC18, Tab14, TG15, TBP+15, TT17, TLA+16, TR16, THWS14, TJV14, VG18, Vau16, VSJR19, WW16, WHX+14, WG19, Wat14, WWL16, WB15, WH15, WV15, WFRN14, WvdHS16, WLZ14, WLW+17, YR16, Zha14b, ZBG14, Zha14a, Zha14c, ZLCB15, ZSX15, ZS14c, ZGB16, ZYS17, ZB19, ZH17, BR15a, VT16, Lev15, Uns18]. Information-Based [MHJ19]. information-searching [BS16]. Information-Seeking [KP18, Sav18a, Fre15, Gau16, RJS19, RJ17a, Sav17, Sin16, TT17, WFRN14]. information-sharing [CKL16]. Informational [CY14, Sav15a]. informed [EH15, Har14]. Informetric [Egg14a]. Informetrics [vR17a, Hj17b]. infrastructure [FA17, She19]. infrastructures [BSG19, DDB16, MHMW17]. infrequent [RN16]. INFUSE [TND15]. ing [BD16]. initial [KD16]. initial-based [KD16]. Initiated [LBM+19b]. initiative [HWW+17]. injustice [JW15]. Innovation [MDL+18, LPU15, LWPG+19, Poo17, She17, ZDW18]. innovations [FMG16, LA14]. inputs [Hoo17]. Inquiry [HKBB18, CBAL15]. inquiry-based [CBAL15]. insider [HKBB18]. Insight [GHKB+17]. Insights [TPZ15]. inspire [She19]. instant [OD16, YB18]. instead [BM14a].

Matusiak [Abb17]. Maximization [Rog15, SLCS18]. maximum [HM18].
maximum-normalized [HM18]. may [MPT15, dC16]. McKemish [Clo18].
McLean [Mar15]. MD [Aji17, Bea17]. me [Rub15]. mean [Bor16b].
meaning [AC18, iCV18, LI14a]. meaning-frequency [iCV18]. Means
[NTNP19]. measure [ADC15, ADD+18, Egg14b, FSK+16, MYK15, Rou15, Sch15]. measured
[AT14]. measurement [NdMAGB15]. measurements [KD16]. Measures
[Pra14b, Pra15a, Fei6, FMP16, GVQdMA16, HH18, HBS15, MGCTW15].
Measuring [Bor16c, KHL17, KS14a, KH17, LPU15, PS14b, YL17b, ZDW18,
ZTL15, dSBG19, AH17, TK15, CO16, DS15]. mechanism [HB14].
mechanisms [AJWB16, ZS14a]. Mechanization [See17]. Mechtild
[Sar16]. Medford [Rou17]. Media
[Bow19b, BVd16, Bu15, Hal19, Hay18, Mos17, Saw19, Ano17n, BDH17,
BKM15, CY14, CZ16, Du14a, Fin17, GBL+18, JSLC16, LCP15, IWM+19,
MGIGW16, OS15, Par19, Sin16, SWLH17, Vau16, ZAE+19].
media-embedded [Du14a]. mediated [CY14, FA17, HHB17]. Mediating
[BSG19]. mediation [IQD16, WTT+14]. mediations [SE16]. medical
[AF17, Ano14, ATKD+18, HCD15, LK14, SMAB09, TPR17, TW16b,
WHY17, dHS17]. medically [ATKD+17]. Medicine [CKR14]. medium
MELIBEA [VLBG+16]. Members [LML16]. Memoir [The17]. Memoriam
[Car14a, Kra14, Wil14b, Wil14a]. memories [GoDR18, HS14].
memory [BELR16, Luy16]. men [BBH15, MVL+14]. Mendeeley
[BB16, JHH15, MT16, MT18a, MT14, MTHL15, MTK16, ST16b, TM15,
TW16b, TS16, ZCW17]. Mental [C16, CK14, CYY17]. mention
[WL14b]. mentioned [ESWC18, HB16]. mentions [ZYL18]. menu [WH15].
Mercedes [Saw19]. Merging [Jor19]. messages
[BBM16, SMRR16, VAGR15]. messaging [OD16]. Meta [Cro14, DPHP17].
Meta-life [Cro14]. meta-synthesis [DPHP17]. Metadata [AKC+18, FA17,
PMSA14, BRS16, HNX18, LCP15, LQ14, LGZ14, May16, MA18a].
Metadata. [How17]. metaphor [HHK+17]. method
[Bel16, CL14, Col15, CLA+16, EBD15, GISW15, JGY+19, KT15, KT16a,
LLHF15, MDJ+19, SVG14, SWKK16, Vec14, XZW+19, YXJ18].
Methodological [AD15, ALY16, She17]. Methodology [MH18, Cho15].
Methods [Cox14, APL+14, Bea16, BAG17, BS17, DC14, GHKB+17, KS14b,
Lai15, LPB19, OA15, She16, She17, Sk618, WCC+17, WLZB14, XL16,
Hak14, Hay18, Hol15]. Metric [Dor19, RR15, ZBBW18, AH17, HM18].
Metric-Wise [Dor19]. Metric-wiseness [RR15]. Metrics [NT17b, OM15,
AZE+19, DTW16, HH19, Hal17, HM18, KH17, Rou17, SBT14]. Mexican
[HGCKDR16]. MF [ATKD+18]. MF-Re-Rank [ATKD+18]. Michael
[Agu18, O’H18, Rhe17]. microblogging [LTD+15, LLD+17, LCL16].
microblogs [AFRH18, BDA17]. microscope [Rou17]. Microsoft
Multiobjective [GB19a]. multiplayer [SMW14]. Multiple
[SMRR16, STF19, Che16, LLHF15, MBDi5, ZLCB15, ZCvdH15].
Multisensory [Rob15]. Multiverse [Clo18]. multiview [DGCC17].
multiviewpoint [ZGEJ17]. multiword [Vec14]. municipal [ZF19]. Murals
[HNX18]. museum [MKK17]. museums [KLG14]. music
[HCD17, HY17, HLB+17, HK17, LP16, LCK16, IWA+17, LRB19]. musical
[LKKP16]. Mutharaju [All19]. Mutual [LI14a]. my [MBW+14, WV15].
myth [Mad16].

Name [DMMF17, Don16, FVGL14, FN17a, KD16, Kim19b, LDK+14,
LLHF15, SGLF17]. name-dropping [FN17a]. named [MMFD15]. names
[Lin14a]. nanoscientist [CKL16]. nanotechnology [JGCR15]. Nardi
[Hak14, Lan15]. Naresh [Fou19]. narrative [BKM15]. narrative-based
[BKM15]. narratives [Kha19]. National [TL18, TWB+18, AD15, JPF16,
LP15, LWPG+19, PS14b, RFF+18, WW16, vLTW18]. nations [LBMM19a].
native [GBL+18]. natural [Eng17a, Gre16, RJS19, RPK17]. naturalistic
[VSJ19]. nature [Kim15, ILTBH15, Bor15b, BH17a, MMALCOM15].
navigability [WK16]. navigation [ALMP16, WKC14, ZZLS16]. need
[Col14a, Cj15, Hj1017, MP19]. needs [Col17b, DM14, HLB14, LCK16,
MNN15, RBJ18b]. negation [CTM16]. negative [Ko15, LSX18]. neighbor
[CML+15]. Neither [Alab19].
nonal [AF17]. Network [dSBG19, Ano17a, AMOM, BLB16, BELR16,
CSID16, CCC14, CZ16, EAB17, EA18, GRSFV15d, JLC16, KD15, KBS18,
LCM17, LA14, LCSL15, LX17, MK15, Min16, MAM19, RJGM16, RKL14,
TK14, TK17a, ZY15, ZZLS16, HLM16, LPW14, TK14].

Networked [Ten16, Fin17, MA18a, Lin14b]. Networking [Jor19, OGL19,
DOM+14, HCC15, JHJ15, JDHL17, KT14a, LOD+19, LCL16, Shm18, Wu19,
ZXP18]. Networks [GB19a, Jor19, BH16, DT18, FW17, FN17b, GK14,
IABL16, JGCR15, JSY+16, KD15, KD16, Kim19b, LKK17, LDdM16,
LDS+19, MCDMM14, OD16, RVGSP19, SYS17, SLM15, SK14b, SLS18,
TGI17, Tsi16, VS14, XOL+18, YY16, ZZL+14, ZGB16, ZB19]. neural
[DGR19, JW19].
nonal-[DGR19]. neuro [GMW19]. neuro-information [GMW19].
Neuroimaging [HBS15]. neurophysiologic [JBD+19].

Neuropsychological [MP19]. newcomer [OB19]. newcomers [Lin15].
News [KT17b, SYS17, AvS15, AvS16, ACL17, HS14, KF16, LCLBY17,
MMFD15, O’B17, SLL+15, TC17, WLC+14, ALC+14]. newspaper [JKS+16].
neworthy [ALCD14]. next [DZC+14]. Nigel [Col17a]. NIL [GDO17].
Nivedita [Jan15]. NJ [Bra18, Rou17]. No [Ten16, Cro15a, SAB+18]. Nobel
[FW17, Fie16, LR14, RN16]. Noble [FN17b]. nomadism [IPS+19]. non
[AT14, ZGEJ17]. non-experts [ZGEJ17]. non-Western [AT14].
noncomputational [TWB+18]. nonliteral [MGIGW16]. nonmovable
[HNX18]. nonserial [Ch19]. nonspeech [AG15a]. nor [ALAB19]. Norm
[Hen19]. normal [GBL17]. normalization [Col15, Hal17, ZL16]. normalized
[BTMS16, Bor17, BH17b, Egg14b, HM18]. Normative [Baw14, Riv15].
norms [JS15, POK15]. note [CRGG17, Hjo15b, OK16, SM18, ZXLC18].
note-taking [ZXLC18]. Notification [JVF19]. notion [Skö18]. novel
[Col15, GS18, MRAF16, XZW+19]. novelty [AH17]. novices
[EHdBvO17, WV18]. Nuechterlein [Wei14b]. number
[AKAS14, BM15b, Bor16a, KD15, SBIT14, WL14b]. numbers
[BM14a, CRK14, Fie16]. nutrition [GN17].

O [Col17b]. Oaks [Hay18]. objectionable [LJT+15]. objects
[HAJ+17, Pi114, Skö18]. oblation [McC15]. Observational [GGC+19].
observe [DS15]. obstetric [AF17]. Occurrence [Hoo17, ZL16]. Ochiai
[ZL16]. odds [BM15a, Ko15]. OECD [NILCP15]. Ofer [Jon17]. off
[MDJ+19, WXLBO15]. off-the-shelf [MDJ+19]. offensive [MYK15]. office
[WMS+15]. Oliver [Cox15]. Olympic [Mir14]. On-demand [CBJ19].
on-site [MKK17]. oncology [CRK14]. one
[BdMA14, HBDL19, TTH16, TGV+16, YRH16]. one-bit [TTH16]. ongoing
[BH15]. Online
[BDA+18, Bow19b, CMB17, Jor19, LHM17, NLFM19, RYPEP18, dSBG19,
ALC+14, BCK17, BBM16, CW18, CBH16, CLL15, CS16c, CS16b, CYY17,
DMR+17, Du14a, ELB17, EWX+16, FMG16, HS17, HBG19, IQDS16, JW15,
KLC+14, KT16a, LCLBY17, LCLM18, LSC18, LDS+19, Lop14, LCLW18,
NV17, O'B17, OC19, PN18, PEG+19, RC16, RJS17a, Rub15, RBJ18a, RBJ18b,
Sav15a, SYS17, SMW14, SZZ16, SLS+19, SK14b, Tsi16, WOJB17, Wes15,
WSvPK16, Wu19, Xia14, XA14, YR16, Zem17, ZY15, Zha16, Bow19a, Zim17].
Ontological [MR14]. Ontologies [AF17, Fri17, BOHK19, CLA+16, SS14a].
Ontology [TKB+17, ADD+18, AF17, BAK+17, GÖd16, KMKL15, ZGB17,
ZGEJ17, MR14, Fri17]. ontology-based [Göd16]. Onward [Ano16m]. Open
[Bjö14, PSB+14, QH18, AdUCDPH19, Aji17, BLWP14, Bor16c, BJS18,
DB17a, ELB17, FSPC16, JHJ15, JPF16, NE17, NB15, PSB16, PSH17,
RJS+17b, TD15, TL17, VLBG+16, WCP+19, YL18, ZF19, vLT18].
Open-access [PSB+14, PSB16, WCP+19, YL18]. OpenAIRE
[AGGTGL18]. openness [NT17b]. Operating [Lin14b].
operationalization [CS15a, HHK+17, LB16]. operator [MTY14]. Opinion
[HBG19, JA16, Luc15, Rob15, SRPS16, Vas15, CSS14, Hen14, HWC17,
LTD+15, VGC17, Yu14]. opinions [LCHL14]. Opportunities
[GV17, GSW15]. opportunity [AWC18, JWWV18]. Optimization
[ZZSX16, GMRS17]. option [Hal14]. Order [Hen19, BD16, KD15].
Organization [Cox14, GTZZ14, HWW+17, Hjo15c, Gu17]. Organizational
[MB17, JS15, LCB+18, SV17, WKC14]. organizations
[Bur14, HB14, LHR16, YL17a]. Organizing [Lan15, Bat15, Sve15].
orientation [WH15]. orientations [MSK+14]. oriented
[AWC18, BM15c, CML+15, KS14b, SS17, VW18]. origins [ICV18]. other
[FW19, GG16, Ior14]. Our [Cus15, HS14, Jon17]. outcome [Tsi16, ZZE17].
Outcomes [Ch019, CO16, LHM17, MMHM17, O'B17, PEG+19, Sin16].
output [GD18, LQ14, NILCP15]. outputs [AKC+18, GRS16]. outstanding
Overcoming [VZR15, WKJ16]. Overextension [TL18].


Person-entity [LMMO15]. Personal [DO14, GMRS17, Jor19, Mil16, Tsi16, CBJ19, JPS19, KMD16, LS4, LWLH18, MK15, O17, SB18, TK17d, WXLBO15, Cus15]. Personal-discount [GMRS17]. personalities [BYSB16]. Customization
[JPS+19, CWdR17, KCK16]. Personalized [BDA+18, LZD16].
Personalizing [LB15, SLI+15]. perspective
[BWF14, CLL15, CZW15, Fan18, FA17, HBDL19, Kim19b, LXW18,
LBW+19b, SLS+19, SA15, SBZ+14, WV15, WvdHS16, Wu19, Zha16].
perspectives [LA14, MAS+15, Cho19]. persuasion [FN17a]. pervasive
[Rob15]. phenomena [XOL+18]. phenomenological [SH14]. phenomenon
photo [LYCX14]. photos [KBC17]. phrase [Hj15b, KBD+14]. phrase-level
[BI6, LXW18]. physics [SHW+15]. physiological [WLTY19]. picture
Places [PWK19, ASTU16]. plagiarism [Ano17m, dLPMR16, VG18, GMB14].
planning [Sav15a]. platforms [DB17a, HH14]. play
[CCLL14, PTGL17]. players [PTGL17]. Playground [Dow15]. Playing
[FJ19]. plea [Bor16b]. PLOS [YRH16]. plots [BM14a, Epi14]. plus
[ZYZ+16]. poetry [FMG16]. polarization [HWC17, MRMCMVUL14, VAGR15].
Pioneering [Hai16]. Pirates [Ben18]. Pitfalls [HCKH15]. place [WV15].
Places [PWK19, ASTU16]. plagiarist [Ano17m, dLPMR16, VG18, GMB14].
prediction [DPN16, FdGPC18, GMRS17, KYFZ15, LYCX14, SZZ14, WLTY19].
Predictive [WZK18, IABL16, MBD15]. predictor [VRF14].
prediscussion [ZXLC18]. preference [OHP16, WN15]. preferences [Hsi17, KIMM17, MAS15, ZK14]. preferential [SLM15, ZBDX18].
prehypertension [JWJ19]. preprints [HDZ15]. presence [ZAЕ19, DFB14]. Presentation [OGL19, GBL18, KTS16, Min16].
presentations [TK17c]. Presenting [MZA17]. preservation [KMD16, MMB17, Min16]. Preserving [Cus15, VS14].
Presidential [BYSB16]. Press [BI17, Ben18, Bow19a, Bow19b, Cle18, FJ19, Fri17, Hai16, Hal19, Haw18, Hjo17a, How17, Jon17, O’H18, Ols16, Rho17, Sav19, Sec17, Soe18, Whi17, Zho19, Zim17].
preventing [St.17]. Prevention [KP18].
problem-solving [Sin16]. problematic [Sin16]. Problematizing [H17].
Problems [Cox14, HB16, KYFZ15, MB14, She16]. procedural [Smi15].
Productivity [SK14, BS17]. products [GN17, LLB14]. Professional [FHW17, Jor19, ZGB16, Bea16, HLC15, TBP15, TK17c, Vin17].
professionals [Du14b, OM15]. Professions [Sco18]. Professor [Hjo17b]. proficiency [Kim15]. profile [SMYL15, ZXLC18]. profile-boosted [SMYL15].
provide [KISS15, VS14, ZMJ14]. provider [KCK16, TBP15]. Providing [Sav15a]. provincial [LP15]. provision [Min16]. proximity [BCZ14].
[THC15]. PSI [LWL+18]. psychological [EAB17, EA18, MYK15].

psychology [McC15]. public [Ano17, CZ16, CS15b, DAT+14, Eck18, GJ16, JGCR15, KISS15, KCZ+14, LWB16, LML16, ZZLS16]. public/private [LWB16]. Publication [Ano14, CBvEW18, GRH+17, MBBL14, SRM+17, SF17, AdUCDPH19, Bor16a, CL14, GB19b, Hsi17, JLC16, Kim19a, PSB16, PSB17, Pra15b, SRYL17, SHMC17, SMAB09]. publications [Bor14d, BM15b, BTMS16, CC16, Chi19, Cri15, DFB14, Fas18, HPLC19, HDZ+15, MSdGS19, MT18a, Mil14, SC17, XZW+19, ZCW17, ZYL18].

public/Private [LWB16]. Publication [Ano14, CBvEW18, GRH+17, MBBL14, SRM+17, SF17, AdUCDPH19, Bor16a, CL14, GB19b, Hsi17, JLC16, Kim19a, PSB16, PSB17, Pra15b, SRYL17, SHMC17, SMAB09]. publications [Bor14d, BM15b, BTMS16, CC16, Chi19, Cri15, DFB14, Fas18, HPLC19, HDZ+15, MSdGS19, MT18a, Mil14, SC17, XZW+19, ZCW17, ZYL18].

public/private [LWB16]. Publication [Ano14, CBvEW18, GRH+17, MBBL14, SRM+17, SF17, AdUCDPH19, Bor16a, CL14, GB19b, Hsi17, JLC16, Kim19a, PSB16, PSB17, Pra15b, SRYL17, SHMC17, SMAB09]. publications [Bor14d, BM15b, BTMS16, CC16, Chi19, Cri15, DFB14, Fas18, HPLC19, HDZ+15, MSdGS19, MT18a, Mil14, SC17, XZW+19, ZCW17, ZYL18].


Quality [HH19, ZSX15, Bor17, BH15, Cho15, DGCC17, JW17, LL17, PMSA14, PS14a, Pet19, Pra14d, Rou16, SHW+15, Tsi16, WvdHS16, YH16, Zha14b, ZvSvB14].

quality-aware [YH16]. Quan Haase [Hay18].


querier [KZB17]. Queries [TCP15, THL17, BSZ+14, HT17, RCM+17, SAB+18, SYG17, VC15].


Querying [All19]. Question [BR16, LS18, BK19, LCSL15, LJ17, SMRR16, WGS16, ZLZG14, dRR15].

question-answering [LCSL15]. questionnaire [TLA+16]. questions [BVd16, CS16b, DMR+17]. quickly [MT18a].

R [Aji17, O'C16, Rou17, vR17a, RL15a]. Raan [Hjø17b]. Race [Erd18].

radiology [UWY17]. Raf [Dor19]. Rafael [Ag18, Fou18, MS19, Uns18].


rank [AWC18, BM14c, GNVqDMA16, OA15, SGV14, TW16a, XLL16, YH16, ZM16, ZGC15, ATKD+18]. rank-oriented [AWC18].

Ranking [ATKD+18, Hal14, KSS14, AD15, CML+15, DD16, DBB16, Hal17, HM18, JSY+16, JCC19, LWL+18, SKL17, BdMA14, Egg14a, MD15, PRRC18].

ranking-oriented [CML+15]. rankings [AGMR18, BELR16, Bor14c, DB17a, LBMD19a, SB18, ZS16, BM15a].

Raphael [Cho19]. rates [BM15b, OY15]. rating [CB15, Fas18, Fia14, MKK17]. Ratio [BH17]. rationale [Xia14, XC17].

rationale-containing [XC17]. rationality [McC15]. ratios [BM15a]. Raw
[War15]. Rawls [Hof17]. RCR [BH17b]. Re
[ATKD+18, DO14, GM19, MMALCOM15, SVK17]. Re-Finding
[DO14, SVK17]. Re-Ranking [ATKD+18]. re-revisited [MMALCOM15].
Re-situating [GM19]. react [HH18]. reaction [LSC18].
read [Jan17, MT18a, TM15]. Readability [JVF19, DPN16, JGY+19]. Reader
[AP17, MT18a]. readers [OMM+14, TM15, TK17a, ZK14]. readership
[BH16, Du14a, MT16, MT14, MTK16, OMM+14, ST16b, TW16b, TS16,
ZCW17]. reading [BF18, GHCW17, LCLBY17, KIMM17]. reads [MTHL15].
Real [ZSMF15, BCZ14, KK19b]. Real-time [ZSMF15, KK19b]. realism
reception [Bor14d]. Recherche [Zit15]. recognition
[HY17, HR19, Mah17, SLLL17, Vin17, YB18]. Recognizing
[LBM+19b]. Recolecta [AGGTGL18]. recommend [BRS16, SMYL15].
recommendation [AWC18, BAG17, DYG14, Lai15, LL+17, MBAG16,
MKK17, SVK17, THWS14, XDDG18]. Recommendations
[WC14, BSVZ17, DTW16, WN15]. recommender [ZHGY18].
Recommending [PN18, TG17]. record [LSM+14]. Records
[Ric18, AF17, AKC+18, HCD15, KBC17, LS14, Cox15]. Recovering
[JLC16]. recycling [GRBCS15]. reedition [SB16]. redistribution [Hill1b4].
reduce [BS16]. Reducing [RC16, ZCvdH15, CW18]. redundancies [LI1a4].
redundancy [LI1b8]. referees [CGGS17, ZCvdH15]. reference
[Chi19, Col15, RCM+17a, Zem17, MBBL14]. references
[BAGL16, BM15b, Mi14, TM16, ZRG16]. referencing [ACS18]. referential
[LQ14, dC16]. refined [SC17]. Refining [CCL14]. reflect [MTK16].
reflexivity [ZFH+19]. reformulate [SYG17]. reformulation [AS14].
reformulations [LJL17]. regional [LPU15, LWPG+19]. register
[EBD15, TDOF+16, Bow19a]. registries [GTZ14]. regression
[Bor16a, ZLCB15]. Rejoinder [FN17b, Hjo17b]. related
[Bor17, CCT14, KvoS+17, KK19b, RJS19, SC17, Stai1, Zha14c, ZS19].
relatedness [MGCW15]. relation [ACS18, DM14]. relational
[HL16, Riv15]. Relations [MT18b, BK19, Hja15a, KK16, LPW14,
LdMAdN16, LdN17, SKA18, XC17, LA14]. relationship
[BCZ14, CZZY15, FSPC16, LRBB19, Luc15, RP16, RP17]. Relationships
[BJ18b, Eng17b, Epi14, JWJ+19, JSW14, LSM+14, RYE18, ZZZL17, Mil14].
Relative [LBW19a, Cri15, BH17b]. Relevance
[WHX+14, CDG15, DLAI6, GIEVVG19, GHCW17, JBD+19, JJC19,
LZSW17, LPB19, MTY14, RDPF16, VR17b, Wat14, YH16, ZGBL18].
relevancy [AH17, LCHL14]. Relevant [KK19a]. reliability
[Bor15a, Wat14]. repertoires [CLS14]. Replicability [LWB16, VR17b].
reports [QSH14, wYKY17]. repositories
[AGGTGL18, Bji614, PMSA14, PSB+14, SZ14]. repository [FSPC16].
represent [SJL19, TD15]. Representation
[HY17, AF17, DGGdST19, Li14b, LQ14, Par19, Sav16b, Sny14, Rhe17].
representations [ABLS17, Che15, KDS+17, PS14a]. representative
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[Lew15]. Representing [BAK+17, FW19, Vec14]. republication [Pet19]. reputation [CB15]. requests [Zem17, HT17]. requirements [Eng17a]. reranking [FT17]. Research [Agu18, BI17, Bud17, GD18, HCKH15, Hay18, May16, RN16, She16, She17, SBA+15, SHW+15, TWB+18, WC14, Yan15, Zit15, Ano14, BC16, Bor15c, BTMS16, BVd16, CH16, CKL16, Col17b, CJ16b, CKLP17, DPHP17, DM14, DTW16, FMP16, FSPC16, GRBCS15, GW18, GR516, GVB17, HGCKDR16, HWW15, JdR17, Kim15, KTB14b, KT17b, LBM19a, Lia17, LYWF14, Lu15, MBBL14, Mat15, MHW17, MOM15, MH15, MTHL15, MB15, NGTKR15, NILCP15, OK16, OMM14, OY15, PRRC18, SMAB09, SB18, SBIT15, SMYL15, SS14b, SR16, SWL18, ST16b, TSY15, TW16a, TM16, TH16, VOB15, VCG17, Wan18, WG19, WHvdZvdB17, WTV16, WK19, YRW18, ZY+16, Z14c, ZSC18, Zim17, ZZE17, dRR15, MT14, SBIT14, Clo18]. researcher [SWL18, Pli14, PBG+17]. researchers [BM14a, BB15, ELB17, Fia14, KISS15, Dor19]. ResearchGate [HLM16, JDHL17, LOD+19, OGL19, TK15, TK17b]. researching [CBAL15]. resistance [Eck18]. resource [ALYS16, RC16, Ric18, YCK16]. resources [BH15, CH16, CCJ16, DMR+17, PHZF16, TPZ15]. responses [KK19b, PKB+16]. Responsibilities [FHW17]. restricted [Olt15]. result [OA15]. Results [TLA+16, WCP+19, BdMA14, FT17, KTS+16, LZ19, PMSA14, SAB+18, UH17, YZ16, ZSX15, ZGBIL17]. retail [RTS+17]. Rethinking [Chr17, SW18]. Retraction [SRM+17, Sch18]. retracement [TL18]. Retrieval [Agu18, Fou19, GGC+19, MS19, AH17, Anoi18z, ADL15, ATKD+17, ATKD+18, BK19, Bea16, BWF14, BBM16, CK16b, CCT14, Eng17a, Eng17b, Göd16, GSB+16, HT17, Hjo15b, Hjo15c, HB15, HLB+17, HK17, JB+19, JKS+16, KKO15, LCK16, Lew15, LBA16, LCSL15, LB15, LPB19, LK14, LJLH17, MWPF17, NSK17, THC15, WLZB14, WLW+17, ZLCB15, ZGPB17, ZYS17, dHSM17, He18]. retrieving [LS18, WH15, YXJ18]. retweets [AKAS14]. reuse [AdUCDPH19, BSG19, CK16b, FKY16, KY17, MS1+19, PYW18]. reuser [Yoo17]. reveal [Hoo17]. Reverse [TR17]. Review [Agu18, Ajii17, All19, Ama19, Bat15, Bea17, Ben18, Bor14a, Bow19a, Bow19b, Bru18, Bru14, Bud17, Carl14b, Cho19, Cle18, Clo18, Dori19, Dow15, Erd18, FM14, FIJ19, Fou19, Fre18, Fri17, GGC+19, Hal19, HAW18, Hay18, He18, Hjo17a, Lin14b, Med15, MS19, O’HI8, OM15, QH18, Rhet17, Rog15, Rou17, Sar16, Sav18b, Sav19, SK14a, See17, She17, Sil18, Soc18, SWLH17, Tei16, Ten16, Ums18, Wei14a, Wh17, Zha19, Zim17, BCK17, Bor15a, CK16a, CB15, CKR14, EMK+15, EA18, GRSFV15b, GRSFV15c, HJ17, JLA18, KH17, LPL14, LKPK16, MMB17, MOM+15, NB15, NH16, NB17, OMM+14, PEG+19, Skö18, VGC17, ZSX15, ZCvdH15, Fri17]. reviewer [CB15]. reviewers [GRSFV15a]. Reviews [Abb17, BI17, Baw14, Buc15, Cha14, Col17b, Cox14, Cox15, Cus15, Gui17, Hail6, Hak14, How17, Jon17, Lev15, Mar15, O’CI6, Ols16, SR14, Sve15, War15, Wei14b, Zit15, vR17a, Bell16, HK14, Hol15, JLA18, KT16b, KTA17,
Lan15, RYEP18, SZZ16, Vec14, XDDG18, ZvSvB14. revisited
[BR15a, Bor15b, GAB+18, MMALCOM15, Sav19, WvdHS16, Rhe17].
Revisiting [FC18], Revitalizing [CPP+16], revolution [Bor14b].
Rhetoric [Joh17], rhetorical [RL15b]. Richard [Hol15], Rick [Gui17].
Rights [FM14, O’H18, Mat15], Rigid [Oh17], risk [MVL+14, SV17, TD15].
risks [FMNG18]. Robert [Bat15, Fri17, Sve15]. robins [EOG16], robot
[LYWF14]. robots [PPC19]. Robustness [BELR16]. Rocchio [THC15].
Rocchio-based [THC15]. Rockin [EOG16]. Rogers [Hol15].
Role [CK17, Wei14a, AGBN16, ALAB19, BBM16, BJR19, CW18, Du14a, GJ16,
LM15a, LZ19, MA18a, MR17, NLP16, PM18, SB18, SMCM17, Smi17b,
WLTY19, ZB19, ZH17, dRR15].
roles [CCLL14, HS17, JGCR15, LSM+14, LB15, LDS+19]. Romance [The17].
Ronald [Dor19, Ols16]. roost [EOG16]. roots [MBBL14].
Rosenbloom [SK14a]. Rousseau [Dor19]. routine [RL15a].
routine [SZZ14]. Rowman [Aji17, Bea17]. RPYS [MBBL14]. rule [EOG16]. rural [CW18]. Russia
[PS14b]. Russian [KGS19, LPU15].
S [Baw14, QH18, SK14a]. SAGE [Hay18]. Sakr [All19]. sales [RYEP18].
salient [LXLL14]. Samantha [Bea17]. same [KW14]. sample [Lew15]. San
[Agu18, Cho19, Fou19, MS19]. Sandvig [Zinn17]. sanitization [SB16].
sanitized [SB16]. Sanitizing [Mos17]. SanJuan [Car14b]. sarcasm
[MGIW16]. satisfaction [CBM17, FKY16, LCL16, RY18, WLTY19].
satisfying [McC15]. satisfied [RY18]. satisfying [MNNK15]. saved [DT18].
scaffolding [BD16]. Scagnetto [Hei18]. Scale [Kim19b, ACS18, Ano17m,
BC16, FN17a, HABT18, KD16, Los16, RPK16, WCP+19, WHYJ17, GMB14].
Scale-free [Kim19b]. scale-independent [RPK16]. scaling [RPK17, SS14a].
scarcity [FGVL14]. scatter [ZBGK14]. scatter/gather [ZBGK14].
scattering [HHC+14]. scenarios [FGVL14]. schema [HNX18]. schemas
[XDSC16]. Scheme [LLH19, GB19b, Ko15, WKC14]. Scholar
[LGZ14, GW18, GB19b, AGGTL18, AT14, BTMS16, GD18, Hall14,
LCRTS14, OA14]. Scholarly
[OC’16, SM+17, SHMC17, SWL17, TK17d, vR17a, BL14, EJ14, GRSFV15d,
H17, HT14, JLC16, KT17a, KIH16, LQ14, MOM+15, MH15, MH16,
OMM+14, Pet19, RJS+17b, TL+16, TM15, ZAE+19, ZGCB15, Rou17].
scholars [HH18, Lia17]. Scholarship [Mos17, Ten16, FW19, SS14b, TK15].
Scholz [Dow15]. school [BCAL15, Kim15, RC16]. Science
[Alb15, Aon14, BLB16, BRS15, BR15a, Bru18, CCMT15, EMK+15, FW19,
Hen19, Jon17, KS14b, Mat15, MOM+15, NTNP19, OMM+14, PYH16,
PKW19, Sha14, ZS14a, Bad14, BR15b, Bor14d, BM15b, BK14, CS16a, CS15a,
CYP15, DFB14, DM14, GRBCS15, GSB+16, GB19b, GMW19, H17, HS17,
Hof17, HAJ+17, JdR17, Jam17, Joh17, Kin19a, Kon16, LCNP17, LG14,
LB16, LCD+14, LR14, MM18, MB15, NF15, SSC17, Sch16, ST16c, TLD17,
TVJ14, VAS15, VS15, WW16, WHvdZvdB17, WKJW16, WTV16, Yan16,
ZS14c, ACS18, CHLRC14, HK14, LDMA16, OSVE16, RL15a, Sch18, SJL19,
ŠF17, Sar16. **Science-Based** [NTNP19]. **Sciences** [LPW14, ALYS16, BTMS16, Ior14, LdN17, MT14, OVE14, RPK17, YB18, Hjo17a]. **Scientific** [Bud17, FMP16, GB14, KB17, MT18b, Rho17, RA14, SK14a, ZZZL17, ADC15, Ano17m, BS17, BAGL16, Bor14b, BWL15, Bor16a, BDM18, CCP15, CCK16, CB14, DBF14, DAT+14, Fas18, GRS16, HPLC19, HGCKDR16, HLM16, HB16, JSY+16, KISS15, KMF15, LGST15, RLB19, LBB+19b, MDC+16, Mil14, MH16, ML16, Olt15, Rou16, SJL19, TL18, VG18, VR17b, WL14b, WTVR16, XOL+18, XZW+19, Yan14, YRWH18, ZBDX18].

**scientiﬁc** [Bud17, FMP16, GMB14, KB17, MT18b, Rhe17, RA14, SK14a, ZZZL17, ADC15, Ano17m, BS17, BAGL16, Bor14b, BWL15, Bor16a, BDM18, CCP15, CCK16, CB14, DBF14, DAT+14, Fas18, GRS16, HPLC19, HGCKDR16, HLM16, HB16, JSY+16, KISS15, KMF15, LGST15, RLB19, LBB+19b, MDC+16, Mil14, MH16, ML16, Olt15, Rou16, SJL19, TL18, VG18, VR17b, WL14b, WTVR16, XOL+18, XZW+19, Yan14, YRWH18, ZBDX18].

**scientiﬁc-scholarly** [MH16]. **Scientist** [KY17, FKY16, KS16]. **scientists** [BM14b, Bor14d, BBH15, Bor17, HH19, RD16, WKJW16]. **scientometric** [Hen14, dSMdAGQ15, VCG17, RRHL17]. **scientometricians** [Vin17]. **scientometrics** [dRR15, Bor14b]. **SCImago** [BdMA14, GNVQdMA16].

**scope** [ALC+14]. **scoping** [GJ16]. **scopus** [GD18, LdMAGB15, LdMAdN16, MT16]. **score** [MWD17, OA15, VLBG+16]. **scores** [Bor17, Gre16, WK19]. **screens** [KTS+15]. **SDGs** [CK17]. **Search** [LLH19, MS19, SJ17, Wei14a, ASTU16, AP17, AGJ+16, Bel16, CWWidR17, CML+15, EH15, FT17, GISW15, Hal14, HABT18, JJC19, KBB+14, KvOS+17, KTS+15, KTS+16, KTPF14, KS14b, Lew15, LKRS18, LA14, LXXL14, LLB16, LZ19, LJJH17, LYO15, LN19, NH15, OA14, OA15, RDP16, STS14, STS15, SAB+18, SHGI16, Smi15, Smi17a, STCS17, TC17, UH17, VRF14, VC15, VS14, VR17b, VSJR19, WOB17, Whi14, WTT+14, WV18, WLTY19, XJBIK17, ZBKG14, ZLCB15, ZGSL17, ZGPB17].

**searcher** [LLB16]. **searchers** [STS15]. **searches** [Hjo15c, WSvPK16]. **Searching** [GGC+19, Soe18, Zha14c, BS16, CBM17, SF15, Zha14b]. **Seattle** [BNG14]. **Sebastian** [Med15]. **second** [AD15, CLSS14]. **secondary** [SLS+19, Wat14]. **secrets** [Zim17]. **sector** [GVB17]. **secure** [Min16]. **Securing** [SV17]. **security** [HH14, SV17, Ano17n, CZ16]. **Seeing** [OHP16, HB16]. **Seeker** [Fou19]. **Seeking** [Fre18, KP18, Sav18a, Alb15, CN14, Coll17b, Du14b, Fre15, Gau16, LKKP16, LJ17, MR17, MAP15, PB15, RJS19, RJS17a, Sav17, Sha14, Sin16, St.17, TG15, TT17, WFRN14, XBC18]. **segmentation** [DGR19]. **Segmenting** [CÖ18]. **segments** [XC17]. **Selected** [GGC+19, Soe18]. **selecting** [ZH17]. **Selection** [IWA+17, AFI+14, GRSFV15a, LZ19, UH17, WVDHS16, Zha14b]. **Self** [FVGL14, Hal19, OGL19, Don16, KCZ+14, LOD+19, Wu19, Zha16, ZSC18, dC16]. **self-archiving** [LOD+19]. **self-citation** [Don16]. **self-citations** [ZSC18]. **self-determination** [Zha16]. **self-disclosing** [KCZ+14]. **self-identity** [Wu19]. **Self-Presentation** [OGL19]. **self-referential** [dC16]. **Self-training** [FVGL14]. **Selves** [Jor19]. **SEM** [LL17]. **semantic** [ADD+18, KK16, KSI14b, LBA16, LWL+18, MGCTW15, MSK+14, MRAF16, Par19, Smi17b, VG18, VT16, BOHK19, MSDG19]. **semantics** [JSW14, LML16]. **SemGraph** [MRAF16]. **semicontrolled** [SP17]. **Sense** [GB17, EHH15, TT17]. **sensemaking** [GBS15, ZS14a, PB16]. **sensitivity** [DD16, DBBJ16, GMRS17]. **Sentence** [FDR16]. **Sentiment**
[Ano17n, CZ16, Pal16, ALC+14, CHT+15, CTM16, MDJ+19].
Sentiment-based [Pal16]. Separating [Jor19]. sequence [KDS+17, MC18].
Sequential [AHJY18]. serendipitous [WFRN14]. Serendipity
[Er18, LHMI17, MPT15, MBW+14]. service
[BK19, CKL17, JHJ15, KCZ+14, LL17, LYWF14]. Services
[Fou19, MS19, Aj17, CS16b, LP16, LWA+17, LWPG+19, Cho16, Agu18].
session [AWC18, LB15, STS14]. session-specific [AWC18]. set
[IABL16, ZYL18]. sets [Col15]. setting [Gre16]. settings [SV17, SK14b].
settlement [SH19]. Seven [KPC+15, BVH15]. seven-model [BVH15].
Severity [JVF19, CYYG17]. shadow [MR19]. Shah [Fre18].
Shanghai [dHSM17]. Shangri-La [dHSM17]. Shaobo [MS19]. Shape [Jor19, YXJ19].
Shaping [OD16]. share [AGBN16]. Shared
[BWF14, Fou19, RCM+17a, She16, IQDS16, RY18]. Sharing
[TR16, AGM19, BSG19, Cab16, CKL16, DAT+14, Du14b, EJ14, HSU16, HT14, HLC15, JS15, JGCR15, JWW18, KS16, OS15, PYW18, Pil14, SW18, SBA+15, SWL18, WG19, WKJ16]. shelf [MDJ+19]. Sheriff [All19]. shift
[PR16]. shine [SHGI16]. Shiri [Wei14a]. shopping [CLL15]. short
[SRPS16]. Sigfried [Ssr17]. Signals [Mos17, RYGPS19, WLY19]. Signed
[GB19a, NB15]. significance [LBM19a]. significant [FW19]. Signification
[LJI18]. similar [Bar14, GARA+16]. similarities
[KMKL15, MGKA16, ZL16]. Similarity
[CBvEW18, ADD+18, Col15, GARA+16, MYK15, WW15, ZRG16].
similarity-based [Col15]. Simon [McC15]. simple [Bor15c, Hal17, KS17].
simplification [FDR16]. Simplified [LLH19]. since [Hof17, LGST15].
single [BM14a]. Sister [Jan15]. site
[EAB17, JDHL17, KT14a, LOD+19, MKK17, Sav15a, TK17a, TK17c]. Sites
[Jor19, OGL19, CK16a, CJ16a, EA18, HCC15, LCM17, MK15, Min16, ZXP18]. situ [HHW+17]. situating [GM19]. Situation [Fou19].
situations [HRB14, XBCH18]. six [GRS16]. size
[LGST15, Pra15a, JRI17, TK17b]. sized [LN17]. sizes [LBM19a]. Sleeping
[LS16, MA18b, YB18]. SlideShare [TK17c]. Sloan [Hay18]. Slovenia
[KMF15]. Small [OB19, KDS+17, KTS+15, LN17]. smaller [GRS16].
smart [LCLM18, YB18]. Smartphone [CS15b]. Smartphone-based
[CS15b]. smartphones [KCL14]. Smith [Fri17]. smoking [ZY15].
smoothing [LBA16]. Social
[Bow19b, CZ16, Cox14, FKY16, GRSFV15d, GB19a, Gre19, Hal19, Hay18, Jor19, Lin14b, MT18b, NTNP19, OGL19, SLS+19, Sin16, ZLS16, ZAE+19, dSBG19, AMOM16, ALYS16, BCZ14, BTMS16, BDH17, BKM15, CPP+16, CCC14, CBH16, CLL15, CJ16a, CY14, DMI14, EAB17, EA18, HH19, HCC15, JdR17, JS15, JH15, JDL17, KT14a, LCM17, LOD+19, LLD+17, LWM+19, Lia17, LML16, LYCX14, LCSL15, LCL16, LJ17, LDS+19, LCWL18, Mar16, MSW+19, Mil14, MK15, Min16, MT14, MAM19, MGIGW16, OS15, OVE14, PHZF16, POK15, Par19, PPC19, RKL14, RC16,
RVGPS19, Rub15, SMRR16, SYS17, SMW14, Shm18, SK14b, SLCS18, SWLH17, TG15, TK17a, TG17, Vau16, VS14, Wu19, XZ19, ZY15, ZXPS18, ZGB16, ZH17, Ano17n, CLSS14, DOM+14, LPW14, TK14, Fre18.
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[STAH14, BCAL15, KCL14, Kim15, OB19, RC16, SMRR16, Wat14].

Students [KP18, CBAL15, ELB17]. studies
[BVd16, CO16, LB16, Mad16, PEG+19]. Study
[Cox14, OGL19, ACS18, AS14, BTMS16, BH17b, Cab16, CK14, Che16,
CBM17, DDB16, Gau18, Gia18, GJ16, Har14, HT17, HK14, HWW15,
KMD16, KIH16, KMFD15, LL17, LM15a, LOD+19, ILTBH15, LR14, LPB19,
LK14, LM15b, MSIGS19, MD16, MGGW16, PHZF16, POK15, PPC19,
PHC17, PB15, QSH14, SYS17, SL1+15, SMW14, TG15, WCC+17, Wat14,
XA14, YL18, YRWH18, ZYZ+16, Ama19]. Studying [MWMB18, Zim17].

Stu [Jon17].

styles [GBL+18, TND15].

styles [CDL18, KTPE14, LCB+18, LBW+19b, Sin16].
stylistic [AKAS14].

Subject [KLG14, Ols16, Ano18-27, Bjo14, CHLRC14, HCCA15,
LB16, LM15b, LML18, SP17, ST16c, WV18, ZRG16, ZZSX16, Hoo17].

subject-oriented [WV18]. Subjectivity [Ben18]. submit [PR16]. subnet [ZZL+14]. subscriptions [PSB16].
sentence [CHT+15].
sentence-level [CHT+15]. subsequent [LPL14].
success [WSVPK16, AP17, BDX+18, YP16]. successful [TL18].
SUDMAD [AHJY18]. Sue [Clo18]. suffering [HR19]. suggestions [TPR17]. Sugimoto
[Rou17, vR17a, O’C16]. sum [MOM+15]. Summa [Bru14]. summaries
[AG15b, STCS17]. summarization [CBJ19, FDR16, KK16, KK19b, YHS16].

summary [BST15]. Supervised [QSH14, AFL+14]. Support
[BDA+18, CY14, KLC+14, MBW+14, MR19, OS15, Rub15, RBJ18a, SAV15a,
SYG17, STCS17, XJBJK17, ZY15, ZB19]. supported [IQDS16, OHP16]. supporting [LM15a, NB17, ZBG14]. surname [KGS19].
surveys [KGS19].

Surroundings [Fou19].
survey
[BAG17, CCMT15, Col17b, JHJ15, MTK16, SB18, WCP+19]. survey-based
[SB18]. sustainability [Cho16, CK17, TPZ15]. sustainable [CK17].
sustained [Zha16]. Sweden [HH18]. Switzerland
[All19, Am19, Fre18, Gui17, He18]. syllabi [KT16a]. symbols [CL17].
symptom [SKA18]. synergies [She19]. Synergy [LWPG+19, LPU15].
syntactic [VAGR15]. syntagmatization [Eng17a]. syntax [JSW14, VG18].
syntax-semantic-based [VG18]. Synthesis
[Agu18, Fou19, MS19, DPHP17, NGTKR15, PEG+19, She16, She17, YL14].
System [LBM+19b, Soe18, AJWB16, AG15a, ALAB19, Fas18, FS18, Fia14,
HT17, MR19, NSK17, Ric18, XJBJK17, ZZLS16, ZYS17, Lin14b].
System-Initiated [LBM+19b]. systematic
[Bel16, EA18, LKKP16, MOM+15, OMM+14, PEG+19, ZSX15].
Systematically [GHKB+17]. systems
[CS15b, FMD19, GTJ14, HBS15, HWW15, LCK16, LI14a, LPU15,
LWPG+19, NGTKR15, PRRC18, SVK17, SL15, YP16, ZHGY18]. Szostak
[Gui17].

T [Bor14a, Hak14]. Table
[Ano16y, Ano16n, Ano16o, Ano16p, Ano16q, Ano16r, Ano16s, Ano16t,
Ano16u, Ano16v, Ano16w, Ano16x, Ano16z, Ano17o, Ano17p, Ano17q, Ano17r, Ano17s, Ano17t, Ano17u, Ano17v, Ano17w, Ano17x, Ano17y.


Tackled [KF16]. take [JS15, JWWV18]. take-up [JS15]. taken [LYCX14]. Takes [See17]. Tackling [Cox15].

Technique [Har14]. Techniques [Sav18b]. Technologiae [Bru14]. Technological [Hil14b, Lan15, KNY+14, OMTK17, YL17b]. technologies [GS18, JS15, RRHL17, SRPS16, STD15, Cha14]. Technology [Ano14, BVH15, AGBN16, DB17b, GV18, Hi14a, Hof17, KT14a, LL17, LB16, MBVB17, NF15, PM18, WG19, FM14, O'H18, Rog15].


Text [BDA+18, KCZ+14, Sav15b, Sav16b, Sav18b, AFL+14, Cab16, DFB14, DGGdST19, GoDr18, KFL16, Kt14o, LCB+18, Mc15, MDC+16, MH16, MRKT15, MSL19, SRG+16, VG18, X17, X19, Z14b, Z16, ZLY18, ZSC18, DMD016]. text-segments [XC17]. text-sharing [Cab16].

Textbooks [CLA+16]. Texts [MT18b, Zem17, DM016, MSK+14]. Textual [DGdST19, GHKB+17, KMJR18, LML16]. Thanks [GB16].

The document contains a list of detailed thesaurus terms, including:

- theory-driven
- there
- these
- thirty
- thought
- Thousand
- thread
- Threads
- three-class
- three-dimensional
- these
- Things
- tie
- Tijana
- Tim
- Time
- time-based
- Time-dependent
- time-stamped
- Today
- Time-based
- time-related
- Topic
- topic-based
- topic-irrelevant
- topic-related
- topical
- topic-based
- topic-irrelevant
- topic-related
- topical
- Topical
- total
- tourist
- Tourte
- trace
- traces
- traces
- Tracking
- trade
- trade-off
- traditional
- training
- transcribed
- transfer
- translocal
- transport
- transport
- transport
- translation
- transmedia
- Transparency
- transportation
- travel
- Trebor
- Trends
- trends
- triage
- triangulation
- tribute
- Trolling
- Tropical
- true
- trust
- Trustworthiness

vaccination [NV17]. valence [JL18, PR16]. valence-consistent [PR16].
validation [KH17, PDŠB16, RDPF16, SKC18, TTH16]. validity
[Bor15a, MBD15, Sch18]. Valuable [Lin14a]. valuation [LWLH18]. Value
[FMNG18, AGM19, CZZY15, FC18, TBP+15, TM16, TFR15]. value-based
[AGM19]. Values [FHW17, BMK15, HH18, MAM19, RCM+17a].
values-oriented [BKMI5]. variability [CS15a]. variant [Sch15]. Variation
vector [NSK17]. Vee [Cle18]. venture [dSMdAGQ15]. verb [Eck18].
verification [AMM+19, KS17, PS19, SWKK16]. versa [NILCP15]. versus
[CHH14, CK16a, DBH18, Hal14, HBG19, Kim19a, LCL16, MT16, RGVPS19,
VS15, WvdHS16, YB18, ZK14]. Vertesi [Rhe17]. very [MWD17, SAB+18].
via [BCAL15, CCL14, CML+15, MGKA16, RDPF16, SKA18]. VIC [Clo18].
vice [NILCP15]. Victorian [CN14]. Video
[FJ19, KK19b, CDL18, EHDbVO17, JSCL16, LCP15, LCLM18, SJK15].
videogames [Sk618]. Videos [KK19a, KK16, PYH16]. Vietnam [Luy16].
view [JGY+19, VXN18]. viewers [LCLM18]. viewing [LCLM18].
viewpoints [SMRR16]. violence [Wes15]. VIP [MWD17]. Virtual
[Hak14, BCZ14, HB14, HLC15, LCPN17, RCM+17a, RY18, SW18, ZB19].
visibility [OHP16]. visible [Pil14, RD16]. vision [RCM+17a]. visitors
[MKK17]. Visual [Alb15, KK19a, Sny14, CDL18, ELB17, HPLC19, HHK+17,
HBS15, LM15a, MNK15, PS14a]. visualization
[IQDS16, MŽA17, OHT+16, WV18, YL17a, Aji17]. visualizations [MŽA17].
Visualizing [CC16, ZZSL17, KNY+14]. visually [STS14, STS15].
Vocabulary [CCP15, Eng17a]. Voice [Tei16]. Volume [Soe18, VRF14].
voting [WMS+15]. VQR [AD15]. VS [Uns18]. vulnerability [SV17].

War [Joh17, Luy16]. Ward [GNVqDA16]. warning [CN14]. was [DD16].
Washington [BNG14]. waste [GRBCS15]. watching [KK19b]. water
[WHvdZvdB17]. Wayback [ALYS16]. ways [PHC17]. WCs [LB16]. weak
[ZB19]. Web [DMMF17, MsdGS19, BCZ14, Bur14, CWdR17, CCJ16, DM14,
EBD15, HWW15, JJC19, KTS+15, KTPE14, KSI4b, KT14b, Lew15, Li14b,
MWMB18, RSAS14, SAB+18, SR15, SS14b, STF19, VC15, VN18, VS14,
Whi14, WH15, YCK16, ZSX15, ZZSX16, ACS18, ALMP16, BOHK19, CS15a,

Xie [Abb17]. XML [DPPV14, MNNK15, SJN14].

Year [MBBL14, GAB+18, KH17, OK16, YL18]. years [NGTKR15]. Yellowstone [TWB+18]. yield [RD16]. York [Saw19]. Young [RBJ18a, KT14a, MVL+14, RBJ18b]. YouTube [OS15, SJK15]. Yves [BL17, Zit15].
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